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Abstra t
Nowadays, there are many dierent home networking solutions:
alled no new wires; all

wired, wireless, and the so

ompete for their market share. The most widely used metri

these te hnologies is the physi al rate. Nevertheless, this metri

to

ompare

does not ree t the pe uliarities

of ea h MAC proto ol, whi h limit the bandwidth a tually available to users. In this arti le, we
analyze dierent home networking te hnologies taking the main features of their MAC proto ols
into a

ount.

We have

hosen the saturation throughput as the basi

metri

and have provided

analyti al results. Then, through simulations, we have varied the number of nodes in the network
to verify how ea h proto ol deals with

ontention and to analyze their e ien y. Results show that

ollision-avoidan e proto ols have lower e ien y than
there may be ex eptions.
basi

ollision-dete tion proto ols. Nevertheless,

HomePNA 3.0 has a relatively low e ien y be ause it uses the same

rate as HomePNA 2.0, to keep

ompatibility.

The same happens within a proto ol family;

IEEE 802.11g at 54 Mbps is less e ient than IEEE 802.11b at 11 Mbps.

Keywords: Home networks, medium a
Area: Network Communi ations

ess

ontrol, and throughput analysis.
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Introdu tion

Home networks aim to inter onne t home devi es, su h as
applian es, generally restri ted to no more than 300 m.

omputers, network devi es, and household
These networks

an be

lassied as wired,

wireless, and no new wires [1℄. Wired networks use spe i

ables, whi h are not available in most

homes. Wireless networks use radio frequen y and do not use

ables. Phone or power lines, whi h are

already deployed in the house,
require additional

an be used to

abling and thus

reate no new wires networks. These networks do not

an be deployed at low

osts.

Con erning wired networks, Ethernet [2℄ is the most widespread solution, but most homes do not have
the infrastru ture needed. The installation

ost of new wires

an be high. Fast Ethernet is presently

being used where the required infrastru ture is available, but Gigabit Ethernet may rea h this ni he as
pri e goes down. On the other hand, wireless networks are now a huge su
has no

ontenders if mobility is

ess. The wireless te hnology

onsidered, but presents problems related to performan e,

overage,

and quality of servi e guarantee, besides se urity. IEEE 802.11 [3℄ is the most widespread wireless LAN
te hnology. IEEE 802.11b [4℄ operates in the 2.4 GHz band and provides a maximum physi al rate of
11 Mbps. IEEE 802.11a [5℄ supports physi al rates of up to 54 Mbps in the 5 GHz band. The most
re ent spe i ation is IEEE 802.11g [6℄, whi h
IEEE 802.11 produ ts are

an rea h up to 54 Mbps in the 2.4 GHz band. Most

ompliant with IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g, and some support the three

standards. Bluetooth [7℄, ZigBee [8℄, and HiperLAN [9℄ are other wireless te hnologies not evaluated
in this paper. Bluetooth and ZigBee are only used in personal

ommuni ations be ause of their small

overage and rate. On the other hand, HiperLAN has not rea hed

ommer ial su

ess.

In the last few years, no new wires te hnologies re eived spe ial attention due to their ubiquity and
low

ost infrastru ture.

Home Phoneline Network Allian e (HomePNA) dened a standard for data

transmission over home phonelines [10℄. HomePNA 2.0 [11, 12, 13℄ supports physi al data rates of up to
32 Mbps. HomePNA 3.0

an use two Medium A

ess Control (MAC) proto ols: an asyn hronous one

(AMAC) and a syn hronous one (SMAC). HomePNA 3.0
extension to 240 Mbps.

an rea h up to 128 Mbps, with an optional

Home Powerline Network Allian e (HomePlug) dened a standard for data

transmission over home powerlines [14℄. HomePlug 1.0 supports physi al data rates of 14 Mbps. A new
standard

alled HomePlug AV is also being developed. Other powerline te hnologies, su h as X10 and

CEBus [15℄, are not

onsidered in this paper be ause they are spe i

to home devi e

ontrol.

Home network appli ations range from distribution of information (audio, video, and data) to sharing
Internet a

ess. The main quality of servi e metri

for many appli ations is bandwidth. As a

onse-

quen e, to sell a te hnology, marketing is often based on the transmission rate at the physi al layer.
Nevertheless, the physi al layer rate may not be the most appropriate parameter to be taken into a ount sin e the link layer ne essarily limits the maximum throughput a hievable. For shared medium,
dierent MAC proto ols have dierent e ien ies. Therefore, the maximum throughput provided by
the MAC sub-layer of dierent home network te hnologies has to be

onsidered when

omparing those

te hnologies.
Several works investigate the performan e of home network MAC proto ols. The saturation throughput of Ethernet has been extensively analyzed.

Wang and Keshav [16℄ present performan e results

through simulation while Boggs et al. [17℄ perform measurements on an Ethernet network. Considering
HomePNA, Chung et al. [18℄ and Kangude et al. [19℄ present mathemati al analyses of the saturation
throughput of HomePNA 2.0 and Kim et al. [20℄ perform a similar analysis for the HomePNA 3.0
AMAC. Jun et al. [21℄, Xiao et al. [22℄, Anastasi et al. [23℄, and Wijesinha et al. [24℄ analyze the theoreti al saturation throughput of IEEE 802.11, 802.11b, 802.11a, and 802.11g. Doufexi et al. [25℄ present
a throughput evaluation for 802.11a and 802.11g through simulation in dierent radio propagation
ditions.

Their results are spe i

to the s enario, whi h has one a

on-

ess point and other few nodes.

Wijesinha et al. [24℄ present experimental results on a network of four nodes. HomePlug networks have
also been evaluated. Lin et al. [1℄ and Jung et al. [26℄ present the theoreti al saturation throughput
of HomePlug 1.0.

Lee et al. [27℄ analyze the throughput for HomePlug 1.0 through simulation on a

network of only three nodes. Experimental results are presented by [1℄ and [27℄, but the authors only
onsider networks of a few nodes.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work that makes a throughout

omparison of medium a

ess

ontrol te hniques used by dierent home network te hnologies. Thus, the main obje tive of this paper
is to analyze the pe uliarities of these dierent te hniques. We use mathemati al analysis to evaluate the
one-node maximum throughput of Ethernet, HomePNA 2.0 and 3.0 AMAC, IEEE 802.11b and g, and
HomePlug 1.0. We verify our analyses by simulation. Then, we also evaluate the saturation throughput

on s enarios with higher number of nodes. The results show that, as expe ted, most
proto ols have lower e ien y than
due to

ollision-dete tion proto ols.

ollision-avoidan e

Nevertheless, there are ex eptions,

ompatibility issues.

This paper is organized as follows.

Se tion 2 des ribes the basi

operation of the sele ted home

network proto ols. Se tion 3 presents mathemati al analyses and Se tion 4 reports simulation results
for the sele ted proto ols. Finally,
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on luding remarks and future dire tions are presented in Se tion 5.

Home Network Proto ols

The following subse tions overview MAC sub-layers and physi al layers of Ethernet, HomePNA, IEEE
802.11, and HomePlug. The reader is referred to [2, 11, 12, 13, 10, 3, 4, 6, 14℄ and referen es therein for
proto ol details.

2.1

Ethernet

Ethernet uses Carrier Sense Multiple A
a

ess with Collision Dete tion (CSMA/CD) to

ontrol medium

ess. Before transmitting, the station senses the medium. If it is idle, after an inter-frame gap the

station transmits the frame. If the medium is busy, the station keeps listening to the medium until it is
idle and then, after an inter-frame gap, starts the frame transmission. During transmission, the station
senses the medium to dete t

ollisions.

If a

ollision is dete ted, the station stops transmission and

sends a jamming signal. Then, the station enters the binary exponential ba ko phase. After the
ollision, the station waits for a random number of slot times, ranging from 0 to

2n−1 ,

nth

and then senses

the medium.
Figure 1 illustrates Ethernet frame format. The frame is

omposed of a preamble, destination and

sour e addresses, a type eld, data, and a Frame Che k Sequen e (FCS) using Cy li

Redundan y Che k

(CRC) [2℄. If data length is less than 46 bytes, padding is used to ll 64 bytes, from destination address
to FCS.
Ethernet has evolved in the last years. Higher speed spe i ations like Fast Ethernet and Gigabit
Ethernet have

ome out [2℄. These standards dier from basi Ethernet in the physi al layer but maintain

Figure 1: Ethernet frame format.

frame format and minimum and maximum frame sizes keeping ba kward

2.2

ompatibility.

HomePNA

HomePNA 2.0 MAC is based on Ethernet CSMA/CD. HomePNA has an 8-level priority me hanism
with eight levels of priority for QoS support. Dierent

lasses of tra

an be labeled with priorities

from 0 to 7, where 7 is the highest. Based on the frame priority, the transmission o
time interval after an Inter-Frame Gap (IFG) of 29

µs,

urs in a spe i

as shown in Figure 2.

Time intervals are organized in de reasing order of priority. Higher priority frames are transmitted
earlier not

ontending with lower priority ones. The duration of ea h priority slot, PRI_SLOT, is 21

µs.

Stations must transmit their frames at the beginning of the slot whose number is equal to or lower than
the frame priority. Any transmission after slot 0 is

onsidered to happen at slot 0.

Figure 2: HomePNA priority slots.

Before transmission, the station senses the

arrier and defers transmission if any

before the time slot asso iated to the frame priority. In this

ase, time slot

arrier is dete ted

ounting is restarted after

the medium is idle and after an IFG.
All stations monitor the medium to dete t

ollisions of frames transmitted by others.

A

ollision

an be dete ted through the transmission duration. The minimum duration of a valid frame is 92.5

µs

whereas the maximum is 3122
70

µs.

Any station that dete ts a

µs after the beginning of the frame.
If there is a

ollision

eases transmitting no later than

Any frame fragment too short or too long results from a

ollision, all stations start a distributed

ollision resolution algorithm

ollision.

alled Distributed

Fair Priority Queuing (DFPQ) [28℄. After the algorithm exe ution, all stations involved in the

ollision

are ordered in Ba ko Levels (BL), whi h indi ate the order these stations will transmit. The desired
out ome is for only one station to be at BL 0, enabling this station to a
su

ess the

hannel.

After a

essful transmission, all other stations de rement their BLs, and new station(s) at BL 0 attempt

transmission.

All stations, even the ones not involved in the

ollision resolution pro edure, monitor

the medium a tivity to keep tra k of the Maximum Ba ko Level (MBL). By monitoring the MBL,
stations with frames that did not
are transmitted su

ollide are not allowed to

ontend for a

ess until all

ollided frames

essfully. The only ex eption is when a station has a frame with priority higher than

the priority slot where the

ollision o

urred. All stations must have 8 BLs and 8 MBL

ounters, one

for ea h priority.
As shown in Figure 3, after a

ollision o

urs, there are 3

from S0 to S2, before the priority slots. BL and MBL
whi h have a duration of 32

ollision resolution signaling slots, numbered

ounters are determined using the signaling slots,

µs.

Figure 3: Collision resolution signaling slots.

After a

ollision, the stations involved in

ollision resolution randomly

hoose a signaling slot to

transmit a ba ko signal. More than one station may transmit a signal in the same slot. If a station
involved in the

ollision listens a ba ko signal in a slot before the one the station has

station in rements its BL

ounter. On the other hand, MBL

signal listened and de remented for ea h su
whenever a

ollision resolution

hosen, the

ounter is in remented for ea h ba ko

essful transmission. Therefore, MBL

y le is in progress. Stations not involved in the

ounter is non-zero

ollision keep their BL

ounters equal to the MBL
HomePNA

ounters, these stations only transmit after the

ollision resolution

an adaptively use payload transmission rates from 4 to 32 Mbps, a

ompletes.

ording to

hannel

onditions. Nevertheless, the header and trailer are always transmitted at 4 Mbps, with more robust
modulation and symbol rate to guarantee that all stations re eive these elds

orre tly. The HomePNA

frame is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: HomePNA frame format.

The HomePNA frame is based on IEEE 802.3. Ethernet frame is pre eded by a preamble and a frame
ontrol eld, and followed by CRC, padding, and end-of-frame elds. Padding is used when transmission
time of the

2.2.1

omplete frame is less than 92.5

µs,

to guarantee minimum valid-frame duration.

HomePNA 3.0

HomePNA 3.0 supports syn hronous (SMAC) and asyn hronous (AMAC) medium a

ess

ontrol. While

HomePNA 2.0 has rea hes 32 Mbps data rates, HomePNA 3.0 rea hes 128 Mbps, with a 240 Mbps
extension [29℄.
Syn hronous mode oers deterministi

quality of servi e, whi h

annot be guaranteed in Home-

PNA 2.0. SMAC uses master-slave operation with admission ontrol and resour e reservation. Moreover,
SMAC also aggregates pa kets to improve MAC e ien y [30, 31℄.
Asyn hronous mode is
by using dierent QAM

ompatible with HomePNA 2.0. Transmission rates

an rea h up to 128 Mbps

onstellations and higher bandwidth. Nevertheless, basi

transmission rate for

header elds and EOF is 4 Mbps. Moreover, AMAC mode does not use pa ket aggregation, keeping
the maximum frame size equal to 1500 bytes. The se ond dieren e to HomePNA 2.0 is new
management. Ea h node is assigned a set of three predened
C. The

alled A, B, and

ollision management guarantees that two nodes do not use the same set. Ea h slot A, B, or C

an be dened as one of existing

ollision resolution slots S0, S1, or S2. When a

node will use the rst slot from its set (A). If a se ond
will use slot B. In
will

ollision resolution slots,

ollision

ase of a third

ollision o

urs, the

ollision happens for the same frame, the node

ollision, slot C is used. As there is no slot sets repetition, ea h frame

ollide at most three times, and after the third

te hnique redu es the number of

ollision, every frame will be transmitted.

This

ollisions and improves e ien y, but limits the number of nodes to

27, the number of dierent sets.
Figure 5 illustrates a

ollision resolution pro ess between 27 nodes. Stations are labeled from H0 to

H26, whereas C1 to C13 are
represented in the

ollisions, numbered in order of o

urren e. Slot sets for ea h node are

ollision sequen e. For example, the set of station H15 is (S1, S2, S0). Note that a

ollision is resolved in 3 levels at most, guaranteeing that no frame

ollides more than 3 times. This is

dierent from HomePNA 2.0 where there is a probability that frames
H0−H26 C
C2

C3

C10

H9−H17 S1

C4
H3−H5 S1

Level 1

Initial collision (C1)
C6

H0−H8 S0

H0−H2 S0

ollide indenitely.

C7

C5
H6−H8 S2

C8

H18−H26 S2
C9

C11

C12

Level 2
C13

H9−H11 S0 H12−H14 S1 H15−H17 S2 H18−H20 S0 H21−H23 S1 H24−H26 S2

Level 3

S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2 S0 S1 S2
H0

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

H8

H9 H10 H11 H12 H13 H14 H15 H16 H17 H18 H19 H20 H21 H22 H23 H24 H25 H26

Figure 5: Collision resolution between 27 nodes in HomePNA 3.0.

2.3

IEEE 802.11

IEEE 802.11 spe ies two medium a

ess algorithms: Distributed Coordination Fun tion (DCF) and

Point Coordination Fun tion (PCF). DCF is a distributed me hanism, in whi h ea h node senses the
medium and transmits if the medium is idle.

On the other hand, PCF is a

entralized me hanism,

where an a

ess point

ontrols medium a

ess. Therefore, this me hanism is designed for infrastru ture

networks.
DCF operation uses Carrier Sense Multiple A

ess with Collision Avoidan e (CSMA/CA) and positive

a knowledgments (Figure 6). A station that wants to transmit rst senses the medium. If it is idle for at
least a period

alled Distributed Inter-Frame Spa e (DIFS), the station transmits. Else, transmission is

postponed and a ba ko is initiated. The station hooses a random number distributed between zero and
the Contention Window (CW) size and starts a ba ko timer. This timer is periodi ally de remented by
a slot time ea h time the medium idle for more than DIFS. Ba ko timer is paused when a transmission
is dete ted. If the medium is idle for another DIFS, the station resumes the ba ko timer. When it
expires, the station transmits.

DIFS

SIFS

DIFS

Data

Source

time

ACK

Destination

Contention Window

Other

backoff

Figure 6: Transmission of an IEEE 802.11 data frame.

The re eiver uses CRC to dete t errors.

If the frame seems to be

orre t, the re eiver sends an

a knowledgment (ACK), after the medium is idle for a Short Inter-Frame Spa e (SIFS). By denition,
SIFS is smaller than DIFS. If the sender does not re eive an ACK, it s hedules a retransmission and
enters ba ko.

To redu e

CWmin . After ea h unsu

ollision probability, the
essful attempt, the

ontention window starts with a minimum value

ontention window in reases to next power of 2 minus

1, until rea hing the maximum predened value CWmax . CWmin and CWmax depend on the physi al
layer. Moreover, after a maximum number of retransmissions the frame is dropped. DCF method also
optionally uses Request to Send (RTS) and Clear to Send (CTS) frames to avoid the hidden terminal
problem [3℄.

IEEE 802.11 data frame is illustrated in Figure 7. The frame is
three addresses, sequen e number, data, and FCS elds.
onne ted ad ho

ontrol, duration,

Only three addresses are used in a fully

network. The data frame may in lude a fourth address in other

frames have frame

Bytes

omposed of frame

ongurations. ACK

ontrol, duration, one address, and FCS elds.

2

2

6

6

6

2

Frame
Control

Duration

Address

Address

Address

Sequence

>= 0
Data

4
FCS

Figure 7: IEEE 802.11 frame format.

Standard IEEE 802.11 operates in the 2.4 GHz band and supports 1 and 2 Mbps data rates.
IEEE 802.11b [4℄ also uses 2.4 GHz and supports up to 11 Mbps using DSSS (Dire t Sequen e Spread
Spe trum). IEEE 802.11a [5℄ uses the 5 GHz band and denes up to 54 Mbps data rates using OFDM
(Orthogonal Frequen y Division Multiplexing). IEEE 802.11g [6℄ uses OFDM in the 2.4 GHz band and
supports 54 Mbps.
Physi al layer is
layer.

The

omposed of two sub-layers: a

onvergen e sub-layer and a medium-dependent sub-

onvergen e sub-layer is supported by the Physi al Layer Convergen e Proto ol (PLCP).

Dierent PLCPs are dened for ea h IEEE 802.11 extension.
IEEE 802.11 extensions have short and long PLCP Proto ol Data Unit (PPDUs).
are used for ba kward

Long PPDUs

ompatibility. The long PPDU for the 11 Mbps HR-DSSS (High Rate - DSSS)

802.11b, whi h is mandatory, is shown in Figure 8.

Bytes

18

6

PLCP Preamble
192 µs
1 Mbps

PLCP Header

PSDU
1, 2, 5.5, or 11 Mbps

Figure 8: Long PLCP PPDU for 11 Mbps HR-DSSS 802.11b.

PPDU for 802.11g using the 54 Mbps ERP-OFDM (Extended Rate PHY - OFDM) is shown in
Figure 9.

Bits

4

1

Rate

Reserved

Symbols

PLCP Header
1

12
Length

12
PLCP Preamble

Parity

6

16

Tail

Service

6
PSDU

6

Variable

Signal

Data

Tail

Pad Bits

Figure 9: PLCP PPDU for 54 Mbps ERP-OFDM 802.11g.

2.4

HomePlug

Similarly to IEEE 802.11, HomePlug 1.0 uses CSMA/CA. Collision avoidan e is used be ause it may
not be possible to dete t

ollisions in the ele tri al wiring, sin e the attenuation and noise

signal variations similar to

an produ e

ollisions [27℄.

For QoS provision, the standard denes four priority levels. These levels are assigned a
type of tra , as standardized in IEEE 802.1D [32℄. Priorities are asso iated to

ording to the

hannel a

ess

lasses

ranging from CA0 to CA3, where CA3 is the highest.
Stations sense the medium before transmitting a data frame. To determine if the medium is busy,
stations use Physi al Carrier Sense (PCS) and Virtual Carrier Sense (VCS). Using only PCS, a node
annot be sure of whether there is another ongoing transmission or not [27℄. The physi al layer reports
the physi al
virtual

arrier sense by dete ting preambles or priority slot assertions. The MAC sub-layer uses

arrier sense to determine the transmission duration of the frame listened and to establish an

allo ation ve tor. Stations only

ontend for the medium after the expiration of their allo ation ve tors.

Contention distributed Inter-Frame Spa e),

When the medium is idle for CIFS (
35.84

µs,

a time interval of

the station enters the priority resolution phase. Otherwise, if the station has been waiting for

CIFS and the medium be omes busy, it waits for another CIFS for the medium to be ome idle. Two
time slots are used during priority resolution (PR) assertions, in order to restri t the

ontention period

only to stations with higher priority ows (Figure 10).
Priority resolution is done before the
PRSs use

on-o

ontention period, using Priority Resolution Signals (PRS).

modulation, where the number of ea h

lass is represented by a binary signal sent

Priority Resolution 0)

at the priority resolution periods, PR0 (

Priority Resolution 1)

and PR1 (

Therefore, when a bit 1 is sent at PR0, every station with frames from

[33℄.

lasses lower than CA2 postpone

CIFS PR0 PR1

backoff

RIFS

...

Source

time

Data

slot time

Destination

Resp.

Allocation Vector

Other

PR
phase

Figure 10: Transmission of a HomePlug data frame.

their transmission, and wait for the medium to be ome idle for another CIFS. PR0 and PR1 time slots
have the same duration of CIFS.
During

ontention, a station

hooses a random number uniformly distributed between zero and the

Contention Window (CW) size. This number is used as a ba ko
the medium is idle. The ba ko
of 35.84

µs.

ounter and will be de reased whenever

ounter is de remented by one when the medium is idle for a time slot

Similarly to IEEE 802.11, the ba ko pro edure is responsible for in reasing the

window. The CW size depends on the number of times the ba ko pro edure has been
transmission of a frame. The ba ko pro edure is

ontention

alled during the

alled every time a transmission fails or when, during

ba ko, a Deferral Counter (DC) rea hes zero and the station senses another ongoing transmission. The
Deferral Counter is a me hanism

on eived to avoid

station determines that the medium has been

ollisions. It is de remented whenever a

ontending

aptured by another station with the same priority.

When DC rea hes zero, the node assumes that there is a large number of stations trying to transmit
and therefore the

ollision probability is high. In that

Upon re eption of a frame, the re eiver

ase, the station

alls the ba ko pro edure.

he ks if the transmitter waits a response.

Response Inter-Frame Spa e) before sending a response.

re eiver waits for RIFS (

A knowledgment), when a well-su

ACK (

when an error has been dete ted but
due to la k of buer spa e.

eeded re eption o

ould not be

If it does, the

The response

an be an

Negative A knowledgment),

urs; a NACK (

orre ted; or FAIL, if a frame

ould not be stored

The ele tri al wiring may irradiate as an antenna. Hen e, priva y is an important issue and must
be taken into a

ount by HomePlug. HomePlug uses an 8-byte blo k size en ryption algorithm, whi h

is applied over the ether type, data and ICV elds (Figure 11). The ECtl eld denes the en ryption
parameters and the EPad eld is needed to guarantee that the en rypted portion is a multiple of 8 bytes.
The HomePlug data frame is presented in Figure 11.

35.84 35.84 35.84
CIFS

72
Preamble

FC

PR0

PR1

3.5*35.84
backoff

HomePlug frame

header
Segment DA SA ECtl Ether
Control
Type
17
9
2

26

72

RIFS

ACK

variable
Data

4

FCS

<=7

EFG

time( µs)

72

1.5

ICV EPad PAD

time( µs)

Preamble

FC
bytes

2

Ethernet frame

Figure 11: HomePlug frame format.

HomePlug 1.0 uses a spe tral band that goes approximately from 4.49 to 20.7 MHz. HomePlug uses

Orthogonal Frequen y Division Multiplexing)

OFDM (

dividing the band from 0 to 25 MHz into 128

sub arriers evenly spa ed, from whi h only 84 are used, be ause the others fall outside the spe tral band
of HomePlug. Additionally, another 8 sub arriers may be disabled to avoid interferen e with amateur
bands, leaving only 76 sub arriers for utilization. The duration of the OFDM symbol is 8.4
The payload

µs.

onsists of a number of blo ks with 20 or 40 OFDM symbols ea h, en oded on a link-

by-link basis using a Reed-Solomon

ode

on atenated with a

onvolutional

generates these blo k sizes is used to avoid impulsive noise that
onvolutional en oder has

onstraint length 7 and

adaptation.

The Reed-Solomon

ranging from

23
238
to
.
39
254

ode rates of

ode, whi h is used after the

Assuming the parameters des ribed above, the physi al layer
binations, ranging from 1 to 14 Mbps.

ode.

The division that

an damage symbol sequen es.

1
3
or , sele ted during the
2
4
onvolutional

ode, has

The

hannel

oding rates

an oer up to 139 dierent rate

om-

Additionally, there is a mode

ROBust OFDM). This mode has greater redundan

alled ROBO (

Dierential Binary Phase Shift Keying)

operate under noisy situations. It uses DBPSK (
with a redundan y level that redu es the rate to
ode with dierent

ode rates that range from

1
bit/symbol/sub arrier. It also uses a
4

y to

modulation,

Reed-Solomon

31
43
to
. These parameters redu e the maximum trans39
51

mission rate to 0.9 Mbps.

3

Mathemati al Analysis

Home network appli ations, like video, demand high transmission rates. However, physi al layer rate
is not the most appropriate parameter for analyzing network suitability for these appli ations. MAC
proto ol e ien y must be taken into a
maximum throughput that

ount. This se tion provides the mathemati al analysis of the

an be obtained using four dierent home network te hnologies. We make

the following assumptions: there is a single data transfer; bit error rate is zero; propagation delay is
negligible; the sour e always has a frame ready for transmission; no fragmentation. The analysis uses
the notations in Table 1.
The throughput (T h) is

al ulated by dividing the size of the MAC SDU by its transmission time

(T ). Depending on MAC SDU size, padding may be used.

3.1

Fast Ethernet

First, we analyze the maximum throughput of Ethernet. A

ording to Figure 1, the total transmission

time of an Ethernet frame is:

TEther =
If

(LDAT A + LP AD + 26) × 8 + LIF G
µs.
RDAT A

LDAT A < 46, LP AD = 46 − LDAT A .

For Fast Ethernet,

RDAT A

= 100 Mbps,

(1)

LIF G

= 96 bits, and

the throughput is given by:

T hEther100 =

LDAT A × 8
304+8×(LDAT A +LP AD )
100

The throughput a hieved varies with the frame size. It

Mbps.

(2)

an be as low as 72.46 Mbps using a payload

size of 100 bytes and as large as 97.53 Mbps for 1500-byte frames.

Table 1: Notations used for mathemati al analysis.

CERR

Error

CWmin

Minimum

LACK

ACK size (in bytes).

LDAT A

Payload size (in bytes).

LEP ad

En ryption padding size (in bytes).

LIF G

Inter-frame gap size (in bits).

LP AD

Padding size (in bytes).

NBSS

Number of bits per symbol per sub arrier (in bits).

NDBS

Number of data bits per symbol (in bits).

NSC

Number of sub arriers.

NSY M

Number of symbols.

NSP B

Number of symbols per blo k.

P

Priority.

RCT L

Physi al

RDAT A

Physi al data rate (in Mbps).

TACK

Transmission time of the a knowledgment (in

TCIF S

CIFS time (in

µs).

TDIF S

DIFS time (in

µs).

TEF G

Transmission time of the end of frame gap (in

TEXT

Signal extension (in

TIF G

Transmission time of the inter-frame gap (in

TP HY

Transmission time of the physi al preamble and header (in

TP R

Priority resolution time (in

TRIF S

RIFS time (in

Tslot

Slot time (in

TSIF S

SIFS time (in

TSY M

Transmission time of a symbol (in

orre tion

ode rates.

ontention window size.

ontrol rate (in Mbps).

µs).

µs).

µs).

µs).

µs).

µs).
µs).
µs).

µs).
µs).

3.2
In the

HomePNA 2.0 and 3.0
omputation of HomePNA maximum throughput we only

PNA 3.0 AMAC, be ause SMAC uses a Master-Slave

onsider HomePNA 2.0 and Home-

onguration where there is no

ontention.

Based on Figures 2 and 4, the total transmission time of a HomePNA frame is:

THP N A = TIF G + (7 − P ) × 21 +

35 × 8 (LDAT A + LP AD + 6) × 8
+
µs.
4
RDAT A

THP N A = 29 + (7 − P ) × 21 + 70 +

(LDAT A + LP AD + 6) × 8
µs.
RDAT A

(3)

(4)

Then the throughput for HomePNA is:

T hHP N A =

LDAT A × 8
246 − 21 × P +

If the frame transmission time is lower than 92.5
that the transmission time is at least 92.5

48+8×(LDAT A +LP AD )
RDAT A

µs, LP AD

Mbps.

(5)

is the smallest number that guarantees

µs.

HomePNA 2.0 a hieves a throughput of 6.37 Mbps using frames with 100 bytes of payload, and
25.24 Mbps using 1500-byte frames,

onsidering the highest priority.

For HomePNA 3.0 AMAC using priority 7, the throughput for 100-byte frames rea hes 7.57 Mbps
whereas with 1500-byte frames the throughput is 62.14 Mbps, for an e ien y just below 50% onsidering
the 128 Mbps PHY rate.

3.3

IEEE 802.11

In the analysis of IEEE 802.11, we
802.11g. The analysis
For IEEE 802.11b, a

T802.11b = TDIF S +

onsider the basi

a

ess me hanism (DCF) using 802.11b and

an be easily extended to RTS/CTS me hanism and to other extensions.
ording to Figures 6, 7, and 8, the transmission time of a frame is:

(LDAT A + 28) × 8
LACK × 8
CWmin
× Tslot + TP HY +
+ TSIF S + TP HY +
µs.
2
RDAT A
RCT L

Repla ing the values for IEEE 802.11b using 11 Mbps HR-DSSS [4℄, Equation 6 be omes:

(6)

T802.11b = 50 + (

31
(LDAT A + 28) × 8
14 × 8
× 20) + 192 +
+ 10 + 192 +
µs.
2
11
1

(7)

Then, the throughput for IEEE 802.11b is:

T h802.11b =

LDAT A × 8
Mbps.
DAT A
866 + 224+8×L
11

(8)

Using Equation 8, the throughput of 11 Mbps 802.11b is 0.83 Mbps for 100-byte frames and 6.07 Mbps
for 1500-byte frames.
For ERP-OFDM 802.11g, a

ording to Figures 6, 7, and 9, and using a

eiling fun tion to a

ount

for padding bits, the total frame transmission time is:

CWmin
× Tslot + TP HY + NSY M × TSY M + TEXT + TSIF S + TP HY +
2


16 + 8 × LACK + 6
× TSY M + TEXT µs.
NDBS

T802.11g = TDIF S +

The number of symbols,

NSY M ,

depends on the number of data bits per symbol,

NDBS ,

(9)

as shown in

Equation 10.

NSY M802.11g

'

&

16 + 8 × (LDAT A + 28) + 6
.
=
NDBS

Repla ing the values for 54 Mbps 802.11g [6℄, Equation 9

T802.11g

(10)

an be rewritten as:

'

&

16 + 8 × (LDAT A + 28) + 6
15
× 4 + 6 + 10 + 20 +
× 20 + 20 +
= 50 +
2
216


16 + 8 × 14 + 6
× 4 + 6 µs.
24

(11)

Then, the throughput for IEEE 802.11g is given by:

T h802.11g =

LDAT A × 8
286 +

l

246+8×LDAT A
216

m

×4

Mbps.

(12)

Therefore, the throughput of IEEE 802.11g varies from 2.61 Mbps using a payload size of 100 bytes
to 23.35 Mbps using 1500-byte payload, for an e ien y
rate.

lose to 50%

onsidering the 54 Mbps PHY

3.4

HomePlug 1.0

Finally, in this se tion the throughput of HomePlug 1.0 is analyzed. A

ording to Figures 10 and 11,

the time needed to transmit a HomePlug frame is:

THplug = TCIF S + TP R +

CWmin
× Tslot + TP HY + NSY M × TSY M + TEF G + TP HY +
2

TRIF S + TACK µs.

(13)

All stations must re eive delimiters as well as priority resolution signals
sent using all sub arriers, with the same modulation and
The number of symbols,
the number of sub arriers
blo k

NSP B ,

NSY M ,

NSC ,

orre tly, therefore they are

odi ation.

depends on the number of bits per symbol per sub arrier

on the error

orre tion

odes

CERR ,

NBSS ,

on

and on the number of symbols per

as shown in Equation 14. Data are transmitted into 20 or 40 OFDM symbol transmission

blo ks. Thus, the number of blo ks must be rounded up.
The number of symbols is given by:

NSY MHplug =
The en ryption padding size is

&

1
NSP B

For maximum throughput, we have

3
4

×

238
, and
254

THplug

NSP B

(14)

al ulated as shown in Equation 15.

LEP ad

=

'

(LDAT A + 34 + LEP ad ) × 8
×NSP B .
×
NBSS ×NSC ×CERR

LDAT A
LDAT A
×8−
bytes.
=
8×8
8




NBSS

(15)

= 2 bits/symbol/sub arrier,

NSC

= 84 sub arriers,

CERR

= 20 symbols per blo k [34℄. Then, Equation 13 is rewritten as:

'

&

7
1 (LDAT A + 34 + LEP ad ) × 8
= 35.84 + 2 × 35.84 + × 35.84 + 72 +
×20 × 8.4 +
×
2
20
118.06299
1.5 + 72 + 26 + 72 µs.

(16)

The throughput for HomePlug is given by:

T hHplug =

476.46 +

l

LDAT A × 8
m
272+8×(LDAT A +LEP ad )
×168
2361.2598

Mbps.

(17)

Using this equation, HomePlug throughput is 1.24 Mbps for 100-byte frames and 8.08 Mbps for
1500-byte frames, for a 14 Mbps PHY rate.
Our mathemati al analyses
on more realisti

onsider one sender and one re eiver. In order to evaluate the throughput

s enarios with higher number of nodes, we use simulation, as des ribed in the next

se tion.

4

Simulation Results

Network simulator (ns-2) [35℄ has been used in the simulations.

We have implemented modules for

HomePNA and HomePlug inside ns-2.
Simulations of dierent proto ols are divided into two sets. The rst simulations ompare the throughput expe ted from mathemati al analysis to the results obtained with simulation. The se ond simulation
set analyzes the throughput for varying network size.
The oered load is produ ed by one node, whi h sends frames

ontinuously, i.e., the node always has

a frame to send as soon as the medium gets idle. In the graphs, theoreti al results are represented by
ontinuous lines whereas simulation results use points. Data payload ranges from 160 to 1500 bytes.
Ea h simulation run lasts for 100 se onds.
For the se ond simulation set, the number of senders ranges from 1 to 30. Payload size is 1500 bytes.
Again, ea h simulation run lasts for 100 se onds. To obtain maximum o
transmit
start

ontinuously.

upation, all senders try to

Thus, whenever the medium is idle, all stations try to transmit,

ollide, and

ollision resolution. These simulations investigate the behavior of dierent MAC proto ols when

ollisions happen. Graphs have verti al error bars

orresponding to a

onden e interval of 98%.

We evaluate the maximum throughput for Fast Ethernet, HomePNA 2.0 and 3.0, IEEE 802.11b
and 802.11g, and HomePlug 1.0. We also
by its respe tive physi al data rate.

ompute the e ien y of ea h proto ol dividing its throughput

4.1

Fast Ethernet

Ethernet provided by ns-2 had to be modied in order to take the Ethernet preamble and CRC into
a

ount.

Figure 12 presents the maximum throughput of Fast Ethernet.

The throughput in reases

with the payload size. Ethernet e ien y is as large as 97.5% for 1500-byte payload. Moreover, the
simulation model reprodu es the behavior of the analyti al model.
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Figure 12: Throughput of Fast Ethernet for dierent payload sizes.

Then, performan e of Fast Ethernet for varying number of nodes is measured. In Figure 13, throughput de reases as the number of nodes in reases, but even with 30 nodes transmitting simultaneously,
throughput is higher than 70 Mbps, or 70% of the PHY data rate.

4.2

HomePNA

We have implemented HomePNA 2.0 and 3.0 modules based on Ethernet available in ns-2. In addition to
dierent a

ess methods of HomePNA and Ethernet, the priority and

ollision resolution fun tionalities

of HomePNA have been implemented [36℄. Moreover, we have implemented a physi al layer with 4

µs

propagation delay, the same value used by Ethernet.
The rst simulations have veried HomePNA operation. All stations transmit using highest priority,
7. Figure 14 presents the throughput obtained for varying frame sizes. Note that the simulation results
reprodu e the mathemati al model.
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Figure 13: Throughput of Fast Ethernet for varying number of sour es.
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Figure 14: Throughput of HomePNA 2.0 for dierent payload sizes.

The se ond simulation set evaluates network throughput with 1 to 30 nodes and 1500-byte frames.
Physi al transmission rate is 32 Mbps. Figure 15 plots the throughput obtained by HomePNA 2.0. Note
that it tends to

onstant for a high number of nodes. This is due to the

of HomePNA, whi h produ es a number of

ollisions proportional to the number of initially

frames. For large number of nodes, a group of
with

n nodes ea

ollide

3C + 1

h. If ea h group of

times, whi h is

3C

n nodes
for large

ollision resolution algorithm

3n

nodes that

ollide

C.

C

ollided

ollided tend to be divided into three sets

times in average, the whole group (with

Therefore, for large

n,

3n nodes)

ollision resolution is linear, i.e.,

the number of

ollisions needed to solve the initial

involved in it. Then, the throughput tends to

ollision is proportional to the number of stations

onstant for large number of nodes [36℄. For 1500-byte

frames and large number of nodes, aggregated throughput is 17.7 Mbps, or 55.3% of physi al data rate.
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Figure 15: Throughput of HomePNA 2.0 for varying number of sour es.

4.2.1

HomePNA 3.0

For HomePNA 3.0, the number of nodes in the network varies from 1 to 27, the maximum number of
nodes allowed. Physi al rate is 128 Mbps. Slot sets used for

ollision resolution are randomly

hosen.

All nodes have priority 7 to obtain maximum throughput.
Figure 16 presents the throughput obtained by HomePNA 3.0 for varying frame size. Small frames
yield small throughput, for 160-byte frames, as low as 5 Mbps. Maximum throughput is 62.1 Mbps using
1500-byte frames, for an e ien y of 48.5%. The small e ien y is explained by ba kward- ompatible
low basi

rate used to transmit headers and end of frames.

Figure 17 plots the throughput using 1500-byte frames and variable number of nodes. As opposed
to HomePNA 2.0, where the throughput tends to a

onstant for large number of nodes, HomePNA 3.0

throughput in reases with the number of nodes. Maximum throughput is rea hed for 27 nodes. This is
due to the

ollision management proto ol whi h redu es

ollisions per frame for large numbers of nodes,

as shown in [20℄.
Figure 17 also shows a huge dieren e between physi al rate and maximum throughput. For more
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Figure 16: Throughput of HomePNA 3.0 for dierent payload sizes.
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Figure 17: Throughput of HomePNA 3.0 for varying number of sour es.

than one node, the throughput falls to approximately half the one-node throughput, or 34.7 Mbps. In
HomePNA 2.0, as soon as a

ollision is dete ted, the frame transmission stops. The same is valid for

HomePNA 3.0. Nevertheless, to keep

ompatibility, HomePNA 3.0 uses the same

ollision resolution

slot times and minimum frame duration as HomePNA 2.0. Thus, the time spent with one

ollision is

longer than the time spent with the transmission of one frame at 128 Mbps in HomePNA 3.0, redu ing
its e ien y.

4.3

IEEE 802.11

We have modied ns-2 to implement IEEE 802.11g. In the simulations, all stations are within transmission range. We used the free spa e propagation model to

al ulate attenuation.

First, we run simulations to evaluate the maximum throughput obtained by IEEE 802.11 for dierent
payload sizes.

All nodes are either 802.11b nodes or 802.11g nodes.

We use IEEE 802.11b 11 Mbps

HR-DSSS and IEEE 802.11g 54 Mbps ERP-OFDM. Figures 18 and 19 plot the maximum throughput
for varying payload sizes using IEEE 802.11b and 802.11g, respe tively.
simulation results

Both 802.11b and 802.11g

onrm the theoreti al analysis.

The e ien y of IEEE 802.11b is higher than IEEE 802.11g be ause its overhead is smaller.

Us-

ing 1500-byte frames, 802.11b has an e ien y around 55%, whereas 802.11g e ien y is below 45%.
IEEE 802.11g transmits data at 54 Mbps with a basi

rate of 6 Mbps while 802.11b uses 11 Mbps and

1 Mbps, respe tively. On the other hand, 802.11g uses the same SIFS time, slot time, and maximum
CW. Only minimum CW value is redu ed, from 31 to 15. Nevertheless, the standard denes an optional
extension

alled 802.11g Short Slot Time whi h provides higher throughput by redu ing the slot time

from 20 to

9 µs.

With this extension the e ien y of 802.11g is 53%.
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Figure 18: Throughput of IEEE 802.11b for dierent payload sizes.

In the next simulations, the number of nodes is varied.

Figures 20 and 21 show the throughput

obtained by IEEE 802.11b and 802.11g, respe tively. Frame size is 1500 bytes. As the number of nodes
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Figure 19: Throughput of IEEE 802.11g for dierent payload sizes.

in reases, throughput de reases due to more
3 sour es, be ause the initial
needed. Up to 3 sour es,

ollisions. Note that the throughput in reases from 1 to

ontention window (CWmin ) size is too large, adding more idle slots than

ontention for the medium redu es the average number of idle slots in reasing

the throughput. For more than 3 sour es, throughput de reases due to in reasing
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ollisions.
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Figure 20: Throughput of IEEE 802.11b for varying number of sour es.
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Figure 21: Throughput of IEEE 802.11g for varying number of sour es.

4.4

HomePlug 1.0

We have implemented two HomePlug modules, a physi al layer and a MAC sub-layer [37℄. MAC module
is based on HomePlug version 1.0. Our physi al layer is based on the e ho model introdu ed in [34℄.
Due to rami ations whi h an ele tri al network may have as well as ree tions

aused by impedan e

mismat hes, the transmitted signal may be re eived through multiple paths. The e ho sums up all the
signals re eived, whi h may be out of phase and have dierent amplitudes. Simulations use the

hannel

that presents the best behavior among the examples provided by Langfeld [38℄. Our simulations use the
maximum throughput parameters of Se tion 3.
The sour e and re eiver nodes are separated by 5 meters. Data transmission is 14 Mbps and payload
size varies. Figure 22 shows that the throughput obtained

onrms the mathemati al analysis of Se -

tion 3.4. The theoreti al maximum throughput is saw-tooth shaped. The
to keep the number of symbols per frame a multiple of 20. Periodi

ause is the padding inserted

throughput falls happen when an

additional symbol blo k is used. As the payload in reases, padding de reases and throughput grows,
until another blo k is needed.
Figure 23 shows the maximum throughput varying the number of transmitters. Every node is transmitting at 14 Mbps with equal priority. HomePlug limits the number of nodes to 16. More nodes are
allowed only in ROBO mode. The throughput de rease is due to higher number of

ollisions. Collisions
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Figure 22: Throughput of HomePlug for dierent payload sizes.

in rease be ause the probability of more than two nodes

hoosing the same slot time in reases with the

number of nodes. Unlike IEEE 802.11, HomePlug throughput does not in rease for a few nodes be ause
its

CWmin

is small produ ing few idle slots.
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Figure 23: Throughput of HomePlug for varying number of sour es.

4.5

Comparative Analysis

We have also analyzed the e ien y of dierent home network te hnologies to verify the inuen e
of medium

onstraints and implementation pe uliarities. In the following graphs errorbars have been

omitted for better visualization. Figure 24 plots the e ien y for varying payload size with one sender.
Ethernet and HomePNA 2.0 are the most e ient. This is expe ted be ause these proto ols use
lision dete tion.

Nevertheless, the e ien y of HomePNA 3.0, whi h dete ts

the e ien y of a

ol-

ollisions, is similar to

ollision-avoidan e proto ol. HomePNA 3.0 transmits at higher rates but, to keep

ompatibility with HomePNA 2.0, uses the same basi

rate as HomePNA 2.0. Similarly, IEEE 802.11g

is less e ient than IEEE 802.11b despite higher PHY rates.

IEEE 802.11g does not de rease the

amount of time needed for overhead transmission as it does for data. HomePlug is the most e ient
ollision-avoidan e proto ol. This is due to its lower minimum

ontention window (CWmin ) size, whi h

produ es lower average ba ko time.
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Figure 24: Proto ol e ien y for dierent payload sizes.

Figure 25 plots proto ol e ien y for varying number of sour es. Again,
rea t better be ause they

an

an el transmission just after

ollision dete tion. HomePNA 3.0 has the

worst performan e for small number of nodes be ause of its low basi
in reases, its performan e improves due to

ollision-dete tion proto ols

rate. As the number of nodes

ollision dete tion. HomePNA 3.0 e ien y is better than

IEEE 802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11g-short only for 27 nodes. Moreover, 802.11g is less e ient than
802.11b and 802.11g-short due to its higher overhead. Unlike Figure 24, where IEEE 802.11g Short Slot
Time presents an e ien y similar to 802.11b, the e ien y of 802.11g-short is lower than 802.11b for
varying number of nodes. The initial

CWmin

of IEEE 802.11g Short Slot Time is lower than 802.11b,

whi h means that initially the probability of ollisions is higher for 802.11g-short than 802.11b. Similarly,

HomePlug e ien y is worse than IEEE 802.11b be ause of its lower

CWmin .

in reases, HomePlug rea ts better than IEEE 802.11b be ause of the deferral
Collision avoidan e is less e ient than
than

ollision-avoidan e ones due to the

If the

ollision

As the number of nodes
ounter.

ollision dete tion. Collision-dete tion proto ols s ale better
apa ity of stopping transmissions after dete ting

ollisions.

annot be dete ted, the transmitter waits for an a knowledgment and must rely on a

timer expiration to

on lude that the transmission has failed. In reasing the number of nodes, e ien y

de rease is stronger in

ollision-avoidan e proto ols. The only ex eption among the proto ols analyzed

is HomePNA 3.0, be ause of ba kward

ompatibility.
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Figure 25: Proto ol e ien y for varying number of sour es.

5

Con lusion

Currently, there is a great eort to provide
Dierent te hnologies

an be

e ien y of the most su

ommuni ation networks to inter onne t home devi es.

lassied as wired, wireless, or no new wires. Our work has analyzed the

essful home-network te hnologies, emphasizing on the dierent a

ess methods

and MAC proto ols.
First, we have derived mathemati al expressions for the maximum throughput obtained in a one-node
transmission by the dierent proto ols. We have also performed similar evaluation using simulation.
This analysis has shown the

ontrol overhead of ea h proto ol for variable frame sizes. As expe ted,

ollision-dete tion proto ols perform better than proto ols that
The ex eption is HomePNA 3.0, a
ba kward

annot dete t but only avoid

ollision-dete tion proto ol, be ause it employs basi

ollisions.

rates to keep

ompatibility. For 1500-byte frames, Ethernet, HomePNA 2.0, and HomePNA 3.0 a hieve

an e ien y of 97.5, 78.8, and 48.5%, respe tively. On the other hand, the

ollision-avoidan e proto-

ols HomePlug, IEEE 802.11b, and IEEE 802.11g rea h 57.7, 55.2, and 43.2% e ien y, respe tively.
HomePNA 3.0 performs similar to

ollision-avoidan e proto ols, showing that implementation pe uliar-

ities impa t the proto ol e ien y. A similar unexpe ted result has been obtained in the IEEE 802.11
analysis. We show that IEEE 802.11b is more e ient than IEEE 802.11g, even though IEEE 802.11g
a hieves higher transmission rates.
Then,

ollision resolution me hanisms have been evaluated through simulations. We have analyzed

the behavior of proto ols when the stations start
result in

ollisions sin e we have only

ontending for the medium.

The

onsidered transmissions over shared mediums. Again,

dete tion proto ols perform better than the

onstraints. Our results also show that the e ien y of

on the minimum

CWmin

an

ollision-

ollision-avoidan e ones, and on e again HomePNA 3.0 is

the ex eption. HomePNA 3.0 shows the worst e ien y for a few number of nodes due to
related

ontention

ompatibility-

ollision-avoidan e proto ols depends

ontention window (CWmin ) size as seen with HomePlug and IEEE 802.11. Higher

values means higher performan e when in reasing number of nodes.

This work has reviewed a

ess methods used by dierent shared-medium home-network proto ols.

Maximum throughput results obtained with mathemati al analysis and simulation results have shown
how e iently ea h proto ol shares the medium and treat
an identify where the medium a

ollisions. Based on the analyses made, one

ess methods may be improved and, possibly,

ombine the te hniques

used in dierent te hnologies.
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